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decolonization
phenomenon.

is always a violent

-Frantz Fanon

What is Primal War?

Primal war is the response to civilization. Primal war is a retribution on the part of

those affected by civilization against that social order. Primal war is the realization that the

State, the contemporary face of the civilization, cannot merely be willed away. We feci that

the world we live in is being killed off bit by bit on a daily basis, as technological-industrial

society carries on with "business-as-usual*. It will stop at nothing, and will continue to do

anything necessary to continue its business unril the last drip of blood has been lost, the last

tree has been chopped, the last bit of life has been mapped and charted, the last gasp of ait

has been polluted, the last drop of water contaminated beyond return. This is what we are up

against

The same forces that colonize to civilize the pockets of remaining wildness have

been colonizing our minds with the aim of domesticating us to feed this death machine. The

overall level of pacification of the captive masses can show the effectiveness of this taming.

The overarching Westernized Society is characterized by filling the voids of alienation from

the natural world with a lust and dependence on consumerism. The end product of a

dangerously high level of alienation and meaninglcssness to a world of throwaway products

is a passive nihilism that pacifies us. We feel that the problems of the world are too great for

us to deal with, and so we sink back into a dazed, depressed state and watch the world

coming to an end.

'lhere is no telling how much longer this can go on. The wars that take place over

the remaining natural 'resources* can be seen as a sign that the never ending fountains which

fuel industrial society arc running dry. Surely, science, and the capitalism that undctlics it, will

find other ways to keep this social order dragging on. We can't say for how long, but we are

scared to see what the state of the world would be if civilization carries on.

Primal warriors are those who refuse to sit back and watch this cany on: those who

feel the affects of civilization and say, "enough is enough". The primal warrior is the

previously civilized who has turned on their taming, who has realized their own potential

and redirected their disgust against the sources of enslavement and exploitation: the State.

We have refused to be pacified and will stop at nothing to eliminate the cancerous growth of

civilized society.

We have gTOwn tired of the taboos against 'savage* urges and all the internalized

mechanisms that have kept use in line with the civilized pursuit. We are tired of working

away our lives to pay for foods which grows free, to pay for entertainment that only topically

fills the voids, we arc tired of false relationships that only pathcncally mirror those of free

beings, wc arc tired of living in constant fear of being killed by the machines wc have worked

so hard to maintain and own, wc arc tired of always looking into the future instead of living

in the present. Wc arc tired of looking at a distorted and consumable version of life, and

now we want to reclaim our birthright to autonomous living free of removed power

structures.

Primal warriors have refused their domesneaaon and refuse to stand idly by while

the earth and the remaining wildness arc killed off. Wc arc feral and we are very angry and to

the system that pursues taming and controlling life, wc arc very dangerous.

travel for food when it is right in front of you? This is whal this society fs working

against. If another animal comes across your plants and animals, all lined up, orderly

and ready to go, it would more likely take from that batch than continue searching. This

cannot be allowed, not when your property is at stake. Security becomes an integral part

of the States' functions, to protect from outsiders who would rather not work. and-to

protect its inhabitants from the wild instincts that may turn them towards this leeching

condition. The wild world becomes an enemy, and there is constant war.

Our current condition arises from this setting. We arc prone to not work, to

choose happiness and simplicity over complexity and problems. We have come far from

the original situation though, it is no longer an option to just leave our society and live

in a world free of property and its protectors. Our bounds have exceeded every comer of

the planet, and the security has become more lethal as we fight it out for the last bits of

property. We are raised to fear everyone, and have turned this into a battle of good

versus evil. We are raised to be murderers (so long as our justification parallels the

States): to kill to ensure that our property remains ours and that everything we hold so

dearly is not changed. Our needs are manufactured to extend the ability of most to

actually meet them: the world is no longer enough. We want the things we cannot have

because the thing we need most: our relationship with the world that provides and

nurtures, has been kept from us, and we are very angry about this. In this setting it

should come as no surprise that people are prone to violence and will try, by any means,

to feed the addictions they have grown to.

The problem is not that we do these things, or that we are evil. The problem is

the State which maintains and nurtures the condition and ideology of property. We

cannot live any longer in this society against authentic life, and we will not sit by and be

shoved in the pockets of depressed existence.

We seek anarchy, the world of scxieties against the State, which makes no

allowances for such delusions as property. We seek a world free of bosses and owners,

work and exploitation. All of this exists, beyond the thin veil of the State. We refuse to

be pacified and obedient. The State must be destroyed.

take the initiative. smash the State.

'Fight Club, Chuck Patahnuik
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Beneath all the feelings of anger, love, hate, desire, and confusion, there lies aconstant thoughrthat turns our rightful aggression against the,gtate. The State, by its
existence, creates a constant, groundless mixture of all of the above feelings: the side
effect of mass society and an imposed order. It uses any illusion possible to candy cote
its authoritarian and oppressive functioning as the giver and insurer of freedom TheMate is able to carry out is exploitation and continue our submission by making us feel£at we need it That underlying though, implanted into our minds, is that humanbeings are inherently eviL

or '„ ,*!*?
We^^ WCf a" eVi1' and rW

l
uire« overarching 'insurer of freedom'

ZZtZ ' TTPi
C^^ *" ltS t0taIizin8 condition. We accept 'protection' from

We ace pt that the State is somehow exempt from the inherent evil of the human beingand follow us orders. We fall in line and accept our 'fate'.
Yet we stop looking at the entire situation. Our lives are flooded with stories andunagos of evil and good. The television boasts of glorious and gory shows of the dangers

police face to protect and serve': they become heroes to save us from each other. Theymay not always do right, but we feel that without them we would see a world
thousands of times 'more evil' than our current condition. We don't ask where this ideacomes from; to do so would shake the foundations of the State.

,k m ^ere
^norea]reasonto Relieve that humans are inherently evil. The evidence

that floods our lives is contextual, and generally even so contorted that any search for alook into the wild' human mind is no more than laughable. The most commonly used
cases m westernized society of this evil are the examples of murderers and thieves

This serves as a prime example of how the State will say one thing and do
another. Ovilization is built upon murder and 'theff , stealing itself being the creation ofthe State makes the s.tuation more ironic. Prior to societies in the earlier stages of
civilization, the concept of property would have been taken as a bad joke. All things thatwe need to survive exist all throughout the natural world. To claim that certain oneswere yours was ridiculous as anyone could see that nothing that existed could be the
product of a single individual or a small group. Aside from this, there was no need for
such a thing. There was no large-scale food shortage, or anything of the sort, why fightover a carcass when another one could easily be obtained.

Property is the creation of a society that is dependent upon a mode of productionand those goods produced from this. When a group is relying on a certain amount of
goods the need to ensure their claim is held and pursued becomes an issue. This is the
solidification of the concept of property, but it is more than that, it is an ideology itselfOnce you begin to see the world in terms of what is yours, or more so what is not
belonging to others, the world becomes a competitive place. Things seen on this scale
turn life into a mathematical equation: you can no longer just live in the moment; youmust become subjected to linear time and planning. All things become intentional and
spontaneity becomes frivolous.

"Then you're trapped in your lovely nest, and the things you used to own now
they own you.""

The society that nurtures this must ensure that the things it has produced are
never to be confused with the things that exist beyond the realm of the State. Humans,
like all animals, will usually go for the easier target than a more complicated one Why
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PWMAl WAR WOT CLASS WAR

BECAUSE:
-WE HAVE NO ALLEGENCE TO CAPITALIST STANDINGS

-Till; RICH STARTED Till: CLASS WAR AND KEEP KICKING OUR
ASSES

-CIVILIZATION IS ALWAYS WAR, THE ONLY WAY TO END WAR IS TO
DESTROY CIVILIZATION

-ANY STATE, CAPITALIST OR NOT, IMPOSES ITSELE UPON THE REST
OF THE EARTH

-LIFE IS MUCH MORE THAN CONTROL OVER PRODUCTION
-CASTE WAR ISNT GETTING ENOUGH ATTENTION

-WE SEEK TO END ECONOMY
-WE NEED TO DESTROY THE ENTIRE CfVlLIZED ORDER

On a.«wav.

Wc arc not against the class warriors; this should be made very clear. A large

contingency of primal warriors comes from a background of fighting the class war.

Civilization is comprised of as many scientific categories as could possibly be imagined,

rhese divisions arc made and specified to draw away attention from the fact that those

divisions are even being made, and more-so, away from the harsh realities of die destruction

inherent in civilization.

While some of these divisions arc more clearly obvious in their intents (such as race)

others are, on the surface, much deeper and more meaningful. The idea behind Class War
that there are two main classes in westernized society: rulers and the ruled, which arc always

in conflict with each other (The subjugation of the ruled to the rulers is essentially a war.),

and the liberation of the ruled requires an elimination of the ruling class, are extremely

modest, and these we agTee with. It is the realities of Class War that wc have problems with.

Class War (as the struggle against the ruling class, not the class war that was created

at the creation of a ruling class) has been the product of industrial society. The ruled (as

commonly referred to) in this context are the working class: those behind the labor of

production. So the conflict, in the language of ruled against the rulers, is in the tongue of

industrial society. The uprisings are the workers eliminating the bosses and therefore,

collectively claiming the means of production. The critique of the kind of political society

that would arise from this uprising won't be dealt with here, but our problem is the narrow

contextual basis of this struggle.

The Class War is a functioning in Westernized Society; to eliminate the bosses and

basically collectively become the owners and workers docs not rid the warring existence of

civilization. A collectively owned factory still pollutes, the co-op truck still runs off gas, and

the people's gas still requires oil. The rulers arc far more extensive than the bosses. There arc

two categories of societies in this world: the civilized and the primal. The civilized arc always

at war with the primal, wild world, because they will only sec it through the totality of

civilized thought All things that exist freely can only be seen as resources. The civilized

world is built on colonizing and exploiting: wc will have no part in pursuing that death wish.

k.ir\ \ki \ n di rr ra_ic nn«u \i \a/ \ n

The stakes are raised once again.

Genoa, Cleveland, Philly, DC, Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa, I>ondon. Chicago. South

Vietnam. Kent State, Old Growth Forests, Black Mesa, Mississippi, LA. New York, Fertile

Crescent, Puerto Rico. Chernobyl, Hawaii, and on and on and on.

Carlo Giuliani, Ken Saro-Wiwa, George Jackson, Haymarket Anarchists, Kent State 4. Crazy

Horse, Anna Mae, Judi Bari, Gypsi, Millions to cancer, Hundreds killed daily by the auto

industry. Billions to war. Fred Hampton. Brothers and Sisters of MOVE, Every lethal

overdose. Pollution induced stillborns, and on and on and on.

This is a fucking war.

The recent death of an anarchist in Italy for fighting the globalizing world powers is the

same as all the deaths of imperialism, colonialism: civilization. Some died for black

liberation, against the wars, for their children, for their homes: for autonomy, for self-

determination. We struggle against the state so one day we may live free.

This is a war of those who want to live versus those who seek to control life.

Those who seek control are our enemies, and they take on many forms; batons, bullets,

bombs under scats, bombs dropped from planes, bombs in bags dropped from helicopters,

nooses, jails, bulldozers, pavement, work, schools, court houses, axes, chain saws, crack, and

on and on and on.

The state will kill those who won't fall in line. The state"would rather have corpses than

opponents so long as we arc a severe threat. We refuse to lie down and play dead, and wc

refuse to be killed for the maintenance of the illusion of control.

A better life exists for us, outside the realm of the state. But while the State exists, that world

is being threatened. The State exists to put all life under its control, and we refuse to watch

this happen.

The power of the State lies in us playing dead and feeding it If it continues to exist it is

because we are still moving it forward. Without us, the State cannot maintain, without us. the

State cannot kill its opponents, without our support, the State cannot exist.

The power to bring about a world free of government and concentrated power bes within

each of us. We must use that power to smash the institutions of the State and end the mental

slavery that accompanies it. If we don't, wc can count on seeing only more names and places

added to the death toll of civilization. If we do, a whole world of possibilities will open up

for us.

For those killed, places destroyed and to end our own slavery, we must fight to

regain our autonomy and true freedom. The power is ours to destroy civilization.



THE LIBERATION ARMY OF THE FREE
PAPUA MOVEMENT (TPN/OPM)

We are not terroriet8

We do not want modern life

We refuse any kinds of development:

religious groups, aid agencies, and governmental organisations

Just Leave Us Alone, Please

:Historical and Political Reasons for Fighting:

+We were invaded by force and manipulation by Indonesia under
the UN and USA supervision with disastrous vested interests in their

politics;

+We are treated like we don't matter: mass murdered, tortured,

oppressed by various ways;

+We are misplaced by translocation/ relocation, urbanization and
other social engineering activities carried out by the Indonesian

government under the support of the World Bank and other

international aid agencies and environmental organizations like

ICRC and WWF;
+We are regarded as security disturbance force and terrorists even

though we are fighting for our own environment, our own rights,

and our own people;

+Our voices are always neglected and ignored.

:Logical Reasons for Fighting:

Fighting back is the natural way of responding to the destruction

and exploitation without any concern to the human life and their

environment;

Fighting back is the natural reaction to the intolerable killings,

disappearances, torture, oppression, and intimidation carried out by
the Indonesian government;

Fighting back is necessary in this brutal, inhuman, destructive,

exploitative, ignorant and terrifying regime;

Fighting back is important for the very survival of tribal people on
this planet, not by lobbying, not by persuasion, not by diplomacy, not

through democracy;

Fighting back is the right thing to do against the fighting from the

Indonesian army, strongly supported by 'empty' and 'meaningless'

so-called democratic countries.

Tnibal Waw NOT National Liberation

' "Flag raisings" and "independence movements" have become burnings songs

lately in West Papua. Then people might ask, "Do they want a nation state called West

Papua?" The answer is of course "Nein!" We instead want to be left alone as wc have

been and as wc are. It docs not matter if we are regarded as primitives. The struggle to

free West Papua is not to take away one government and then replace it with a new

government. We do not want to administer ourselves the capitalists "profit-making", ft is

a struggle between modem society and tribal people. It is a struggle between an

ecologically harmonious life and an environmentally exploitative one.'

From OPM/TPN' Communiqui 1/12/99

As eco-anarchists we in OPM SG (Brighton) do not support 'national liberation' struggles.

This is not ideological nit-picking. Most of the population of this earth live in countries

'liberated' by the struggles of the anti-colonial wave. Millions of courageous workers and

peasants sacrificed themselves for their 'nation's liberation'. Mostly all (hat was gained

was the freedom to be oppressed and exploited by an emerging native managerial class.

Tvlational liberation' builds nation states while obscuring pre-existing and emerging class

* antagonisms with the ideology of nationalism. Indonesia itself was forged in the heat of a

guerrilla war of national liberation against the Dutch and Japanese.

Often radicals in western countries project onto a 3rd world movement an image that is

largely a reflection of their own ideologies not the aspirations of the movement itself. For

understandable reasons of survival and diplomacy many 3rd world organizations help this

situation by either saying different things to different groups or remaining vague enough

to be all things to all people. Is this the case with West Papua?

Papua's mountains and jungles have shaped one of the most diverse peoples on earth. The

million or so West Papuans constitute less than 0.1% of the world's population but

account for up to 25% of all known languages. Some tribes live far from civilization

(literally meaning 'the culture of cities') carving out a subsistence lifestyle. Others live in

or near the Indonesian created towns and roads and have seen their land destroyed by

mining, logging and oil exploration. In some places missionaries have made Papuans

reject their culture and traditional (un)dress while in others the god-bothercrs still get

attacked if they try to spread the "good news'.

It would be ridiculous to claim that all Papuans have the same ideas about their struggle.

In fact some do not know that the struggle, the OPM or Indonesia even exist. Those

Papuans who know 'Indonesia' has declared war on their race and their ecology could not

for a moment envision Jakarta, the New York Stock Exchange or the matrix of global

industrialism. Some of the baggage of 20th century 'revolutionary nationalism' has

reached the OPM - flag raisings, pompous sounding military titles, in the past even a

minute amount of Marxism. On the whole however the OPM has more in common with

American Indian resistance in the wild west than Leninist guerrillas in Kurdistan.

There is always a danger that the struggle against Leviathan turns people of the resistance

into monsters themselves. Is there a state waiting to be born within the OPM? It is

possible but we think unlikely. There are many factors playing against the OPM ending

^>n«t;An«l KKomttantas'. The scattered OPM guerrillas have a number of leaders but



to central command. They love ihe land and dislike cities. They demand an end to

ogging and mining, not just a share of the profits. No other nation states of any

neaningful si/£ support the West Papuans - if they get aid at all it will be from either

'acific indigenous groups or anarchist/ecological networks. The diversity of their tribal

.ultures and the geography of their land both negate state creation. They defend the

raditional and largely reject the modern. Their prime demand remains - 'Leave Us

Mone!'

lowcvcr it is not inconceivable that a native managerial elite could be constructed from

Papuans in exile, some within the OPM and members of the Papuan Presidium Council.

*narchist orientated elements in the OPM have been guarding against this possibility

both in word and deed. The OPM is at root a tribal war of stateless peoples, anarchist

peoples, against the destruction of their land by the global industrial machine. As long as

that remains so it is our responsibility as radicals in the heart of the empire that attacks

them to aid them in whatever way we can.

+OPM SG (Brighton) c/o 43 Gardner Street, Brighton, BN1 1UN, UK

opmsgbrighton@yahoo.co.uk http://www.eco-action.org/opm
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We ^MO>v tW the >v^ite wan does not unberslanb our ways.

One portion of Ud is t/;e same to \)\m as the next, for be is a Stranger

rv&o comes in tJ?e wig&t ano lakes from t&e Ud whatever be needs.

T(?e «W; is not fa brother, but fa enemy, anb wben be bos conquered it,

be moves on.

He leaves fa fathers' graves, anb bis Mbren's Mtffl&t is forgotten.

He treats fa mother. &e earth, anb fa brother, the sky, as things to be

(xmgfrt, plundered, so(d fife sheep or brim beabs.

His petite will bama the earth anb leave Wind only a desert.

'

'

-ch\e\ Seattle
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